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0. Introduction
Throughout this paper we shall only be concerned with the combinatorial
category, consisting of simplicial complexes and piecewise-linear maps. It is the
purpose of the paper to prove intuitively obvious topological theorems which are
interesting in the Morse theory of 3-manifolds. The theorems concern "knot
types'' of embeddings of a closed (=compact, without boundary), connected and
orientable surface Mp of genus p into the 3-dimensional sphere S
3
.
As widely known, a surface Mp in S
3
, denoted by (MpdS3), is obtained
from some 2-spheres by adding handles, Fox [3] and Homma [5]. Using the
fact, we shall define a complexity <$, ί>, a pair of natural numbers, for the knot
type of the (MpdS3) in §1. After establishing a canonical representative for
the knot type of (MpC.Sz) in §2, we first consider some non-existence results
in §3. In §4 and §5, we construct some pairs (Λf^c*S3)'s for some complexities
O, ί>'s.
In the paper, homeomorphism is denoted by ^, while ~ and ^  refer to
homotopy and homology, respectively. dX, cl (X) and °X denote, respectively,
the boundary, the closure and the interior of a manifold X. By D" and Sn~l
we shall denote the standard rc-cell and the standard (n—l)-sphere 8Z)Λ, respec-
tively, and particularly, D1=[— 1, 1].
1. Definitions and notation
First let us explain several definitions and notation, and formulate our main
theorem.
In general, we shall denote by M a compact orientable surface, and *(M)
and g(M) stand for the number of connected components of M and the total
genus of M, respectively.
We shall say that a submaifold X of a manifold Y is properly embedded (or
simply proper) if X Γi 3 Y= QX
By (McM3) we denote a pair of mainfolds such that a 3-manifold M3 and
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a properly embedded surface M. Throughout §§1, 2, 3 and 4, we do not give
any orientation on M and M3. Two pairs (McM3) and (M'cM3) are said to
be congruent, or of the same knot typey if there is a homeomorphism Λ/Γ : M?—>M3
such that ι/r(M)=M'. We denote the congruence class of a pair (McM3) by
<(McM3)>, so the (McM3) is a representative of <(McM3)>.
For a pair (McM3), a simple loop / (^S1) on M is said to be a co-unknotted
loop, if/ bounds a 2-cell D(J) in M3 with D(J) n M=9 D(J)=J, and £>(/) will
be called an associated disk. Especially, a co-unknotted loop / is said to be
essential if/ is not contractible in M, and otherwise, / is inessential. Note that
/ is contractible in M if and only if/ bounds a 2-cell on M, see Epstein [2].
We may say a 3-manifold F3 has F0.Λ property, if for any pair (McF3)
with^(M)>0 there exists an essential co-unknotted loop on M, and throughout
the paper by F3 we will denote a 3-mainfold which has Fox's property.
1.1. Proposition. (Kinoshita [8], Fox [3], Homma [5]) Any orientable
3 -manifold whose fundamental group is either finite or a finitely generated free
group has Fox's property. (Refer to Haken [4]).
For a pair (McM3), let h: Z)1xD2->°M3 and d: D2xDl-*°M3 be embed-
dings of 3-cells such that
(i) h(D1xD2)Γ\M=h(dD1xD2)9
(ii) d(D1xD2)nM=d(9D2xDl).
Then we have another embedded surfaces
)=M-h(dDλ xD2)\Jh (Dl x 9Z>2),
(ii) M(d)=M-d(QD2xD1)^d(D2xdDl).
We will say that "M(A) is formed from M by adding a handle A" and
similarly, "M(d) is formed from M by adding a dome d". It will be noticed
that:
1.2. (i) *(Af(A))=*(M)-l and g(M(h))=g(M) if A({0} x9D2)~0 in
and *(M(A))=«(M) and^(M(A))-^(M)+l if A( {0} X 9Z)2M) in M(Λ).
(ii) *(M(d))=*(M)+l and g(M(d))=g(M) if J(9Z>2X {0})~0 in M, and
= M - l if </9Z>2x {O})/^ 0 in M.
Then, as an immediate consequence of 1.1 and 1.2, we have:
1.3. Proposition. For any <(M/>cF3)>, there exists a representative
(MpdF3) such that Mp is formed from ίPo^Σj U ••• U Σs, a union of non-intersecting
2-spheres in F3, by adding one by one s+p—1 handles hly ••-, hs+p_1 .
Of course, this representative (MpdF3) in 1.3 is not uniquely determined.
If r handles hily ~ ,hίr, l^il< <ir^s+p—l, are mutually independent, that
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is, hil(DlχD2), •••, hir(DlχD2) are mutually disjoint in F3, we can add these r
handles at a time. Therefore, the (MpdF3) is formed from ίP0 by t times, 1 ^  t^
s-\-p — 1, as a process
(1.4) 2>0 = Σi U *
where r(l)+r(2)H ----- f-r(f )=*+/>— 1 A handle hih l^i^ί, l^/^r(*), is said
to belong to £P, , and we denote A, yeSV
Now, to the pair (Mp<^F3) we associate a pair <$, ty^NxN of natural
numbers, and we define a total order <(or>) in{<ί, f)>} <^.NxN as follows:
(1.5) <j, ί>« ,^ O if *<^ or if 5=5* and
Then, for every congruence class (^M^ c F3)> we can define an invariant
<(s, ty as follows:
1.6. Definition. <(M/,cί13)> is with compelxity <j, /> if there exists a
representative (MpdF3) with <j, ί> and for any representative (MpdF3) with
It is clear that the complexity <j, ί> is an invariant of a congruence class
<(M/,cF3)>. Now we can state our version of a special case of Proposition 1.1.
1.7. Proposition. EWry ^(MjCί13)^ is w/ίA complexity <!,!>.
In the notion of (1.4) and 1.3, if there is a handle A
ίy such that A fy( {0} X 3D2)
is inessential on 5)
ί
_1 (A|V ), then the handle A, y and one of the 2-sρheres Σ!, •••, Σs
can be omitted from the definition of complexity. Consequently, we have :
1.8. Proposition. For every p^l and for every ζ(Mp C-F3)> with complexity
More sharp statements will be given later.
We call a disk-sum of p copies of D2χ S1 a solid-torus of genus p, and denote
it by p(D2 X S1). Since />(Z)2 X S1) is embeddable in any 3-manifold, the following
is obvious.
1.9. Proposition. For any p^l, there exists a <(Mp c F3)> with complexity
In §4, we will prove the following:
1.10. Theorem. For any p^>2, there exists a <(M/)CJP3)> with complexity
O, ί> such that <ί, *>><!> 1> (Refer to Kneser [10]).
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2. Handle-isotopy and canonical representative
Let (MdF3) be a pair and let h: DlxD2-*F* be a handle for M. Let
D2^=h({-l}xD2) and Dl=h({\} xZ>2), and let Z)/2 be a 2-cell on Λf with
D'2 Π CD2-ι U Dΐ)=φ, and let 7 be a simple arc on M with 7 Π (£>'2 U JDli U Dl)=
Then, sliding the end Dl of the handle h along γ in a regular neighborhood
NφfUTUD'2;^3), we have a new handle A 7: Z)1 x D2-*JF3 for M such that
Λ'({1} XD2)=D'2 and A'({— 1} XZ)2)=Z)11. It is easily seen that this deforma-
tion of a handle can be extended to an ambient isotopy of F3; and so <(M(A)c
ί
13)>=<(M(A/)cί1?)>. We will call this deformation a handle-isotopy (along 7).
Of course, the above remains valid if Z)lι is substituted for T>\.
An immediate consequence is:
2.1. Lemma. In the notation o/(1.4), α handle h^ can be deformable by a
handle-isotopy along a simple arc 7 on Mp if the associated loop h{j ( {0} X dD2) is
co-unknotted and fγ(^Mp—hίJ (D1χdD2). Especially, every handle htj can be
deformable by a handle-isotopy along γ, provided that jc:Mp—htj(DlχdD2).
By successive application of 2.1, we deduce:
2.2. Theorem. In the notation of (1.4), every handle A^eiP,- can be
deformable by a handle-isotopy along γ by deforming handles belonging to £Pi+1 U •••
U 3>t suitably, provided that 7 c 3?i - h{j(Dl X dD2), for i= 1 , , t.
REMARK. In 2.1 and 2.3, the handles belonging to 5MJ ••• UίP/ with hkj
(Z^XθD^ΓiTΦφ may be considered to be changed by the handle-isotopy, but
there may be no confusion if we denote them by the same symbols.
2.3. Theorem. For any <(M/,cF3)> with complexity <s, ί>> we can ta^e a
canonical representative (MfdF*) as follows:
(0) M$ consists of s 2-spheres Σ! U ••• U Σ5 and s+p—1 handles.
(1) In the s-}-p — 1 handles, there are just p handles, say A
σι
, •••, h
σp, such that
h
σ
. (9D1 X D2) is contained in oneof2ly >,?,si=l, ,p. (So, hσ.( {0} X dD2)^
QonM*.)
(ii) In the s+p—l handles, there are just s—l handles, say AT1, •••, ATs _ t , such
that h
τ
.({— 1} xD2) and h
r
. ({1} xD2) are contained in different 2-spheres of Σ1?
-, Σ5,'ί=l, -, s-1. (So, hτ. ({0} x9Z)2)-0 on M*.)
Proof. Let (Mp(Σ.F3) be a representative of <(M^,cF3)> which consists of
s 2-spheres ΣA U ••• U Σ5 and s-\-p—l handles An •••, hs+p_lf For brevity, we will
call a handle A
z
 c-handle if A f connects two of Σ1? •••, Σ5, that is, A t ({—1} XD2)
and AZ ({1} XZ>2) are contained in different 2-spheres of Σ1? •••, Σs.
If in the s-\-p — 1 handles, there are exactly s — 1 ^-handles, we are finished,
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and so we assume that there are more than s— 1 ^-handles. Suppose that there
are at least two ^-handles for Σ
x
; and let /z
λ] and hμ1 be such ^-handles which
connect Σ^ with Σ
x
 and Σ^ with Σ1? respectively. We may assume that A λ l€Ξ
£PMl and A^eS^, and l^u^v^t. Then, we can take a simple arc γ on Pvl—hμι
(Dl X dD2) such that <y runs from Σ
x
 to Σ^ through /^(D1 x dD2). By 2,2, there
is a handle-isotopy along γ so that hμι connects Σ f l with Σyr Note that if ίl =^jl
then Aμι must be now a ^-handle, and if i1=j1 then Aμι is not a ^-handle now.
Repeating the procedure, we may assume that there is only one ^-handle,
say AT], for Σ1? and that hrι connects Σ2 with Σj.
Next we observe Σ2. Since M p is connected, there are some ^-handles for
Σ2 other than hτι if s>2. Let Aλ2 and Aμ2 be ^-handles such that hKz connects Σf 2
with Σ2 and hμ,2 connects Σy2 with Σ2, and we may assume that λλ2e£PW2, /^eίP^
and I^u2^v2^t. Th6n, we have a handle-isotopy so that hμ2 connects Σ, 2 with
Σ/2. Repeating the procedure, we may assume that there is exactly one ^-handle,
say AT2, for Σ2 other than AT1, and that hT2 connects Σ3 with Σ2.
By the repetition of the procedure, we can assume that there is only one
^-handle for each of Σt and Σ5, and there are exactly two ^-handles for Σ,-, for
i= 2, •••, ί— 1. Thus, we have a required representative (Mjcί13) which
satisfies (0) and (ii), and so (i).
On a surface Mp, we can choose a system of 2p simple loops {a^ •••, ap} U
{i
n
 ••-, bp] such that aiΓ\bi consists of one crossing point and aί(~]dj=φί bf Π
bj=φy af Γ\bj=φ for iΦj. We will call such a system canonical.
2.4. Corollary. (Homma [5]) For any (MpdF3), there exists a canonical
system {a^ " ,ap} U {bly •••, bp} on Mp such that a1 U ••• U ap are the boundaries of
mutually disjoint 2-cells D\ U — U D2P.
Of course, this canonical system is not uniquely determined, and a{ is not
always co-unknotted.
3. Non-existence results
In this section, we will give some non-existence theorems by contrast to
Theorem 1.10.
3.1. Theorem. For any p^2 and $2^2, there is no ζ(Mpc:F3)y with com-
plexity <s, 1>.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a ^(M^cF3)^ with complexity <ί, 1> for
and s*>2. Then, by Theorem 2.3 there exists a canonical representative
of the ^Tk^cF3)), and let AT1, -.-, Λ^ be handles of type (ii) in 2.3.
From the definition of complexity, all handles of M* belong to 3*^ i.e. all
handles are mutually independent. So, £P0(/iT1, ••••, hrs ^ must be a 2-sphere,
hence the <(M/,cF3)> is with complexity \1,1>, which contradicts our hypothesis.
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In general, we claim:
3.2. Proposition. For any p^2 and s^>2yif <^(Mp c F3))> is with complexity
<ί, f>> then for a canonical representative (M* cF3) o/ ίfe <(M/,cF3)> in Theorem
2.3, es ery handle hlj^S
)
l is of type (i) in 2.3.
Remainder of the paper, we consider only pairs (McS3)'s. For a pair
(McS3), the residual space S3— M consists of f(M)+l=g non-intersecting 3-
manifolds. We denote the closures of these manifolds in S3 by W^(M cS3) U •••
U W^(M0C:S3) or simply by W1 U ••• U Wq, and call the disjoint union of them
the closed complement of (M c S3). We record the following well-known theorem
due to J.W. Alexander.
3.3. Proposition. (Alexander [1]) For any pair (M0cS3),
D3. (Remember that M0^S2.)
3.4. Theorem. For any p^2, there is no <(M/(c53)> with complexity
</>, 2p-iy.
Proof. Assume the contrary, then there is a ζ(Mpc:S3)y with complexity
</>, 2p— 1> for p^2, and let (M*cS3) be a canonical representative of it in
Theorem 2.3.
Let SV=^U - UΣ, be the 0-th step of M*, and let JF1(3>0c:.S3)U — U
PF^+^^oCS3) be the closed complement. It will be noticed that for every ΣA
there exists only one handle of type (i) in 2.3. From the definition of complexity,
to each step £P2 , i=l, •••, 2p — 1, only one handle, say hίt belongs.
For clarity, the proof will be divided into five steps.
Step 1: From Proposition 3.2, h
λ
 is of type (i) in 2.3. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that h^dD1 X Z)2) is contained in Σ
x
 and h
λ
(Dl X Z)2) is
contained in W^S^dS*). Moreover, we may assume that W
ϊ
(ίP0c:S3)Γ\W2
(^oCS3)-^! by 3.3. Then, the complement of (a>1CιS8)=(S>0(A1)cS8) con-
sists of
for k = 3,
Step 2: If A2 is of type (ii) in 2.3, then Λ2({0} X ΘD2) is contractible on ^
(h2) because ^  consists of only one closed orientable surface of genus 1 and p — 1
2-spheres. So, <^(MpdS3)y must be with complexity smaller than or equal to
</>—!, 2p— 2>, which contradicts our hypothesis. We know that h2 is of type
(i) in 2.3, and h2(QDlxD2) is contained in one of Σ2 •••, Σ^, say Σ2. Since Ax
(Z)1 X °D2) Π h^D1 x D2) Φ φ, h2(Dl X D2) c W2(^ c S3), and we may assume that
^n W3(3>1cS3)=Σ2. Then, the closed complement of (5>2cSs)=
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consists of
c S3) = PΓaίff, c S3
W^ί^cS8) = W^cS3) for k = 4, -,/>+!.
3: If A3 is of type (ii) 2.3, there are four cases to be considered: h3
connects i) Σ^/O with Σ2(A2), ii) Σ^) with Σ*, Λ=3, — ,/>, iii) Σ2(λ2) with Σ*,
Λ=3, — ,ί, and iv) Σ* with Σy, ΛΦJ, *,;=3, •••,/>. Since A^D1 x °Z>2) n h3
(^X/yjΦφ, Aaί^X^cϊ^^cS8). For Σ^) Π JF.(5>2cS8)=φ, the case i)
cannot occur actually. Moreover, every case of ii), iii) and iv) cannot occur
by the same reason as that of Step 2. Now, we know that A3 is of type (i) in 2.3,
and h3(dDlχD2) is contianed in one of Σ8, — , Σ^, say Σ3. Note that Σ 1UΣ 2
UΣ3 are considered to be concentric. We may assume that Wz(g?.A c S3) Π W4
(5>2C*S8)=Σ3. Then, the closed complement of (5>8C=*S8)=(a>2(A3)c58) con-
sists of
c S3) = W4(&, c S3) U h^D1 x D2),
for k = 5, -
4: Repeating the same arguments in Step 3, we may assume that
(i) hu ••-, hp are of type (i) in 2.3, and 9? p consists of closed orientable
surfaces Σ^Aj), •••, Σp(hp) of genus 1,
(ii) the closed complement of (SPpdS3) consists of
for k=2, - ,p,
Wp+1(&p c S3) = Wp+1(&0 c S3) U A^φ1 X ^ O2)-
In particular, it will be noticed that Σ! U ••• U ~Σ,p are concentric.
Step 5: After Step 4, we know that all handles hp+1, , h2p_1 belonging to
S^U-U^V^re of type (ii) in 2.3. Since hp(DlX °D*)Γ}hp+1(D1χD2)Φφ,
hp+1(Dl x D2) c WP+1(S>P c S3). But, since dWp+1(S>p c S3) = Ί,p(hp\ hp+1 cannot
be of type (ii) in 2.3, so the <(M/1cS3)> must be with complexity smaller than
<p,2j>-l>.
After all, we obtain a desired contradiction, and completes the proof of
Theorem 3.4.
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We note the following, which is easily derived from the same argument as
above.
3.5. Proposition. For any p^2 and t^2, if <(M^cS3)> is with complexity
<J>, ί>> then for a canonical representative (M*cS3) of the <(M/)C*S3)> in 2.3,
every handle htj ^ ^t is of type (ii) in 2.3.
We summarize our results Proposition 1.8 and Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 as
follows:
3.6. Proposition. For every p^l and for every ((Mp c *S3)> with complexity
<X £>, ίλtf positive integers p, s and t satisfy one of the followίngs:
(1) s=l,l£t^
(2) 2^s^ρ—
(3) s = ρ, 2^t^
4. Some existence results
In this section, we will give some existence theorems, and Theorem 1.10
is a direct consequence of these results.
4.1. Theorem. For any p^2, there exists a <(M/>CiSr3)> with complexity
<>, ί> such that s^2andt^2.
Proof. The following Fig. 1 shows the case p=2, which is due to Homma
[5]. First, we will show that the <(Λf2cS3)> in Fig. 1 is with complexity <2, 2>.
From the construction, W1 is homeomorphic to VF* of Suzuki [12, Fig. 2]. So,
we conclude that π
λ
(W^ is indecomposable with respect to free products and
Fiα.l : (M,CS3)
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not free, that is, there is no essential co-unknotted loop J on M2 with /^l in
W1 by the bounded Kneser's theorem, Jaco [6], see [12, §2]. On the other hand,
we know that W2 is a disk-sum of two copies of a closed complement Vκ of the
so-called clover-leaf knot. Since π^Vx) is indecomposable with respect to free
products and not free, we know that the essential co-unknotted loop J21 on M2
is unique up to isotopy by [12, Cor. 3.5]. Now, we can easily conclude that the
<(M2c:5'3)> is with complexity <2, 2>.
By the same way as that of the proof [12, Th. 5.2], using the pair (M2dS3)
we can construct required pair (Mp(Σ.S*) for any p>2. The following Fig. 2
illustrates the casep=3.
Fig.2 : (M3CS3)
From the construction, the closed complement W1 in Fig. 2 is homeomorphic to
VF1 of [12, Fig. 3]. Thus, π^W^ is also indecomposable and not free, that is,
there is no essential co-unknotted loop / on M3 with J
Γ
~l in W
λ
. On the
other hand, W2 in Fig. 2 is a disk-sum of three copies of Vκ, the closed comple-
ment of the clover-leaf knot. So, for any essential co-unknotted loop / on M3,
we conclude that/^0 on M3, Jaco [6], see [12, Prop. 2.15]. Now, we can easily
conclude that the <(M3cS3)> satisfies the required condition.
The proof of the case />>3, which is omitted here, is the same as that of
the casep=3.
REMARK. It can be shown by a long geometric proof that the <(M3CAS'3)>
in Fig. 2 is with complexity <3. 2>. In fact, the author suspects, but cannot
prove, that the every class <(M/>cS3)> obtained in the proof of 4.1 is with com-
plexity^^).
As shown in the proof of 4.1, for every essential co-unknotted loop J on
M2 in Fig. 1, J~~Q on M2. With reference to Proposition 1.1, we record the
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following, but the proof is omitted.
4.2. Proposition. For any pair (M^cF3), there exists an essential co-
unknoΐted loop J on Mp with /~0 on Mp, provided that p ^ 2.
4.3. Theorem. For any p^2, there exists a <(M/,cS3)> with complexity
<1, ί> such that t^2.
Proof. The following (M2'cS3) in Fig. 3 shows the case ρ=2. From the
construction, it is easy to check that W{ is homeomorphic to the Wl of the
Fig. 3 :
(M2ciS3) in Fig. 1 so there is no essential co-unknotted loop /on M2 with J^l
in W{. On the other hand, W2 is a disk-sum of D2x S1 and Vκ. By [12, Cor.
3.6], the essential co-unknotted loop J2ί on M'2 with /21/χΛ on M2, is unique up to
isotopy, and now we can conclude that the ((M2dS3)y is with complexity <1, 2>.
The following (M3cS3) in Fig. 4 shows the case p=3, which is obtained
from the (M2cS3) by adding a handle A31, where h3l(D1χD2) is shown by an arc
in the figure. In the other cases p> 3, we can construct required pairs inductively
using this (M3cS3), and so on.
From the construction, the W{ in Fig. 4 is a disk-sum of the Wl of the
(M2c53) in Fig. 1 and D2xS\ We have the essential co-unknotted loop%/31=A31
({0} X3D2) on Ma with /31/?^0 on M3, and /31 is unique up to isotopy by [12,
Cor. 3.6]. On the other hand, the W2 in Fig. 4 is a disk-sum of Vκ and the W^
of the (M2C*S3) in Fig. 1. So, there is no essential co-unknotted loop/ on M3
with /~1 in W2 and //χ^0 on M3. Since the (M2c53) is obtained from the
(M3cS3) by adding a dome along the 2-cell A31({0} XD2), we can conclude that
the <(M^c53)> is with complexity <1, 3>.
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w;
Fig.A : (MgCS3)
In general, if p=2n, then W{ of (M^dS3) is a disk-sum of n copies of the
W, of the (M2dS3) in Fig. 1, and W( of (M^dS3) is a disk-sum of Z)2X S\ Vκ
and n-1 copies of the W, of the (M2cS3) in Fig. 1. If p=2n+l, then W( of
(Λ^ciS3) is a disk-sum of Z^xS1 and n copies of the Wl of the (M2cS3) in
Fig. 1, and W2 of (M'pdS3) is a disk-sum of Vκ and w copies of the Wl of the
(MjClS3) in Fig. 1. So, in every case,as a system of mutually disjoint and
homologically independent essential co-unknotted loops on M'py we can take a
system which consists of exactly one loop, and completing the proof.
REMARK. In the above, an essential co-unknotted loop / on M'p with
7/χ/O on Mp is not unique up to isotopy for />>3, but the every <(M^cS3)>
may be with complexity <1, />>.
REMARK. In the proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, we based on the Homma's
example (M2dS3) in Fig. 1. To construct another examples, we refer the reader
to Jaco [7], Kinoshita [9] and Suzuki [11], etc..
5. Remarks and questions
In the preceding section, we have constructed some pairs and actually deter-
mined its complexity in some of the simplest cases. In more complicated cases
we will need much information on 3-manifolds in S3. While, the author suspects,
but cannot prove, that:
5.1. Qusetion. For positive integers p, s and t satisfying one of the (1), (2)
and (3) in Proposition 3.6, does there exist a <(M/,cS3)> with complexity O, ί>?
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In fact, Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 and Proposition 1.9 imply that in the case/>=2
Question 5.1 is affirmative. In the case/>=3 we can easily give some <(M3cS3)>'s
with complexity <ί, *>Φ<1> 1>, <1, 3> and <3,2>. Generally, using ^
whose complexities have been known, we can construct some kind of
S3)>'s. For example:
5.2. Example. (Fig. 5) There exists a <(M3c53)> with complexity <2,2>.
Proof. Using the pair (M2c53) in Fig. 1, we give the following (M"dS3)
in Fig. 5. From the construction, it is easy to check that W" is a disk-sum of
w.
-^ — — "
-R"N
J-
_
II
Q Λm
/ ! I */ \ > Ii O'V< w;
Fig.5 : (M'CS3)
ί
1
 and the W^ in Fig. 1, and W^'/ is a disk-sum of three copies of V
κ
. As
homologically non-trivial co-unknotted loops, we have a unique loop /13 on M".
From the definition of complexity, we can easily conclude that the <(M3/cS3)>
is with complexity <2, 2>.
5.3. Example. (Fig. 6) For any />^2, there exists a <(M/,c53)> with
complexity <1,2>.
Proof. The case p=2 is Theorem 4.3 (Fig. 3). Using the (M2'cS3) in
Fig. 3, we give the following pair (M'9 "cS3) in Fig. 6 for p^>3. It is easy to
check that W(" is a disk-sum of (p-2) (D2xSl) and the W, in Fig. 1, and W'2"
is a disk-sum of D2xS1 and ^>— 1 copies of V
κ
. So, we can choose at most
p— 1 mutually disjoint and homologically independent essential co-unknotted
loops on Mp". Now, we can easily conclude that the <(M^"c:S3)> satisfies
the required condition.
Examples 5.2 and 5.3 also suggest an interesting point: The complexity of
a ((MpdS*)y is connected with its prime decompositions, [12, Th. 1.6]. In
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Fig.6 (MΓCS3)
remainder of the paper, we consider only pairs (Λf^cS3)^ such that Mp is
oriented and S3 has the right-handed orientation. In the sense of [12, Def. 1.11],
the complexity <(s, ty is also an invariant of the congruence class, denote it also
by <(M^cS3)>, of a pair (M^cS3). For the other notation, see [12, §1].
From the definitions of complexity and composition of pairs [12], we have at
once:
5.4. Proposition. Let <ί, £>, <X, f
x
> and <$2, t>> be the complexities of
<(MP c S3)>, <(ΛΓ^ c S2)> and <{MP2 c S3)>, respectively. Suppose that (Mp c S3)
O, *>^ *2— > max *
5.5. Question. Does it hold in the above 5.4 the equality
O, ί> = ^ +^—1, max. {ί
n
 ί2}>?
In view of 5.4, we deduce the following:
5.6. Theorem. Every <(M^cS3)> with complexity </>, ί> is prime.
Proof. The case />= 1 is obvious from 1.7 and [12, Prop. 1.5], so we assume
that/) ^ 2. Suppose that there exists a <(M/>cS3)> with complexity </>, ί> that
is not prime. Let (Mp C S3) s* (M^j C S3) # (M^ C S3) be a non-trivial decomposi-
tion, and let <ί
x
, ^> and <j2, O be the complexities of the <(3f^cS3)> and
<(3fp2cS8)>, respectively. From Proposition 3.6 and [12, Prop. 1.3], \^s^
Pi<P> (ί=l» 2), and p,+ρ2=p. Then, J1+Ja-l^A+Λ-l=ί-l<Λ hence
for any /
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OH-^-l, max. ft, t
This contradicts to 5.4, and the proof completes.
5.7. Theorem. If Question 5.5 is affirmative, then every <(M/,cS3)> with
complexity either <$, s-}-p— 1> or </>—!, 2^>— 3> is prime.
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 3.6, we may assume that p>s^> 1 an
for <ί, £+/>— !)>, and/>Ξ>3 for </>—!, 2p—Zy. As the same way as that of 5.6,
we suppose that there exists a <(M/,cS3)> with complexity either <s, ί+^>— 1>
or <£-!, 2/>-3> that is not prime. Let (MpC.S3)^(Mplc:S3) $ (Mp2dS3) be
a non-trivial decomposition, and let <X, ί
x
> and <$2, £2> be the complexities of
<(Λf^cS3)> and <(Jlf
ί?cS
3)>, respectively. From Proposition 3.6 and [12,
Prop. 1.3], we have l^s^p^p, (i=l, 2), and pι+p2=p
Case (i) <s, £+/>— 1>: By our assumption, we have ί+l^^+Sg, and so
s^s and s2^s. Hence, ti^si-{-pi— l<s-\-p— 1 for /=!, 2 by Proposition 3.6
(or 1.8),
These contradict to our assumption.
Case (ii) </>—l, 2/>— 3>: By our assumption, ^ —1=^+^—1. While, by
Proposition 3.6 (or 1.8), ifsi=pi then tί^2pi—ly and if $/</>,- then ίt ^ ί, +/>,— !•
So, if st =pt then ίt.^ίt.+/).— 1^2^— 2=2p— 4<2p— 3, and if s{<pi then
ί^^+A-1^ (p-2)+(p-l)-l<2p-3.
These contradictions complete the proof.
REMARK. Theorems 5.6 and 5.7 are, of course, sufficient conditions for a
<(MpdS3)y to be prime, because the examples of prime pairs given in [12, Th.
5.2] are with complexity <!,!>. In fact, there may be a prime <(3f^cS3)> with
every <>, ί>.
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